Quantum cascade lasers are coherent light sources that rely on intrersubband transition in periodic semiconductor quantum well structures. They operate at frequencies from mid-infrared to terahertz. In cases of long wavelength and typical low thermal conductivity of the active region, temperature rise in the active region during operation is a major concern. Thermal conductivity of QCL epi-layers differ significantly from the values of bulk semiconductors and measurement of the thermal conductivity of epi-layers is critical for design. It is well known that Fabry-Perot spectra of QCL cavities exhibit fine amplitude oscillations with frequency and can be used for real time in-situ temperature measurement. Phase of the modulation depends on the group refractive index of the cavity, which depends on the cavity temperature. We fabricated QCL devices with from 12, to 24 um mesa widths and 2mm cavity length and and measured high resolution, high speed time resolved spectra using a FTIR spectrometer in step scan mode in a liquid nitrogen cooled, temperature controlled dewar. We used the time resolved spectra of QCLs to measure average temperature of the active region of the laser as a function of time. We examined the effect of pulse width and duty cycle on laser heating. We measured the temperature derivative of group refractive index of the cavity. Building a numerical model, we estimated the thermal conductivity of active region and calculated the heating of the QCL active region in pulsed mode for various waveguide widths.
INTRODUCTION
Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) are semiconductor devices that can be tailored to emit light from infrared to terahertz frequencies. They rely on intersubband transitions of multi-quantum wells formed by many layers of semiconductors, hence they can lase at photon energies less than the band-gap of the materials. Since their first demonstration in 1994, 1 extensive efforts has been made to increase efficiency, high temperature operation and high power output. 2 Since their relatively thick active region formed by many layers of alternating semiconductors, their thermal behavior is different than other semiconductor lasers like diode lasers. Thermal conductivity of active region is less than the bulk materials constituting it and strongly anisotropic.
3 Since the energy difference between the intersubband levels is low, they can be easily excited with thermal energy of the lattice. Therefore their operation depends on temperature strongly. For this reason, thermal management of QCLs is an important factor for the design of a QCL and its packaging. In-situ temperature measurement of a QCL active region yields valuable information about the thermal performance and heat dissipation of the laser. Some methods that has been used to measure temperature of QCLs include microprobe photoluminescence (PL), 3, [5] [6] [7] and thermoreflectance. [8] [9] [10] [11] Photoluminescence peak wavelength of the semiconductors depends on temperature. For PL method, slight wavelength shift of the peak is measured by focusing an excitation laser on the facet and collecting the emitted PL light and analyzing the light with a spectrometer. By scanning the focused laser over the facet, a 2D map of temperature can be obtained.
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However, PL light signal can be weak and measurement may require long integration times. Thermoreflectance measurements use a measurement setup similar to microprobe PL, but measure the change in reflectivity due to temperature by measuring the reflected light intensity from the surface. Reflectivity variation with temperature is in the order of 10 −3 K −1 , therefore this method also requires long integration times.
The method we present in this study uses fast, time resolved FTIR spectra of a QCLs to measure the temperature within the laser cavity. A typical Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity laser has spectral modulation in its spectrum with a period of;
where ∆f is the difference between two successive peak frequencies, d is the cavity length, and n g is the group refractive index. Peak frequencies are;
where m is an integer and typically in the order of 10 3 for QCLs. Since the refractive index of the laser cavity depends on temperature, peak frequencies shift as the laser heats. QCL emission is has a high spectral brightness compared to PL, so time resolved temperature measurement can be done in a time efficient way. Another advantage of this method is that it only requires a FTIR with a fast MCT detector which is used for measurement of QCL spectra prevalently. 
EXPERIMENTAL
For QCL crystals, we used a design similar to 3-phonon resonant InGaAs-AlInAs based structure developed by Wang et. al. 12 Epitaxial structure of the crystal is; 100nm InGaAs(5E18) / 850nm InP(5E18) / 2500nm InP (5E16) / 200nm InGaAs (5E18) / Active region / 200nm InGaAs(5E18) / 2000nm InP(5E16) / 50nm InGaAs(1E18)/ Buffer InP (5E18)/Substrate InP(5E18). We wet etched the crystals to form 12, 16, 20 and 24 µm wide waveguides (width at the top of the mesa). We used 400 nm PECVD silicon nitride to insulate the wafer and evaporated Ti/Au 20/100nm as the top contact and GeAu/Ni/Au 40/40/150nm as the bottom contact. Top contact was also electroplated with 5µm gold for better heat dispersion. The laser bars were cleaved into 2mm long cavities. The lasers were mounted on a liquid nitrogen cooled, temperature controlled dewar and voltage pulses were applied with a voltage pulser at 0.1% duty cycle.
Spectrum of the QCLs were measured using a Bruker Vertex 70v FTIR spectrometer with a fast MCT photodetector. The laser light was collimated with a gold parabolic mirror and coupled into side input port of Time (µs) the spectrometer. The spectrometer was operated in step-scan mode, which means that the interferometer stops at each interferogram position and records a time resolved optical signal. The spectrometer begins recording the signal when initiated by the trigger output of the voltage pulser. Spectrometer was set to record 100 repetitions and calculate the average of these before moving to the next interferogram position. Figure 1 shows example spectra of a 12um wide QCL lasing with 10µs voltage pulses with amplitude of 16.2V and 17.4V. Heatsink temperature is -160 • C. Time scale begins at the beginning of the voltage pulse. The gain spectrum of the QCL crystal depends on both temperature and voltage. For this reason, the two spectra are very different than each other. However, both share the same features of periodic modulation with period of ≈0.78cm −1 , which are due to longitudinal FP modes. These modes shift over time due to heating of the cavity. This is indicated in the figure with white dashed lines.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To extract the frequency shift of the modes accurately, we used the following procedure; We first calculated the Fourier transform amplitudes of the spectrum and found the peak that corresponds to the period of the FP modes, which is approximately 1.28cm for these lasers. Then we calculated the phase of the Fourier transform of the spectrum at 1.28cm, for all time slices. Finally, we "unwrapped" the phase as a function of time, by means of adding or subtracting 2π to the phases to fix the discontinuities in phase with respect to time.
To calibrate the frequency shift of the FP modes with temperature, we measured the spectrum of the lasers at varied heatsink temperatures from -160
• C to -120 • C and measured the phases. We have found that the frequency shift is 3.6 × 10 −2 cm −1 / • C for these 2mm long lasers. Using this calibration constant, we calculated the temperatures as a function of time using the FP shifts for various lasers. measurements were done with 17V 2µs pulses. At t=0, laser temperature is equal to heatsink temperature -160
• , and increases up to 30C
• at 1.7µs with a gradually decreasing rate. temperature of 16,20 and 24 µm lasers are very close to each other, and the 12µm laser heats up about 10% more. Which may be due to current densities of the lasers not being exactly equal, probably due to series resistances, or non-uniform current flow due to wet etched waveguide profiles. Another reason may be the optical modes of the cavity. For narrower waveguides, cavity supports a single fundamental mode, with maximum mode intensity at the center of the cavity. As the cavity becomes wider, higher order modes appear and these modes have different distribution than the fundamental mode. The 12µm laser may appear warmer since it is closer to single mode operation, and the light we measure passes mostly through the center of the cavity, which is hotter than the edges.
To examine the relationship between the cavity width and the temperature rise, we built a 2D time dependent model of the laser using Comsol Multiphysics. We defined temperature dependent thermal conductivities and specific heats of the bulk materials such as cladding, insulator silicon nitride, and gold. Thermal properties of these materials listed elsewhere. 13 A heat source is defined on the active region with constant power density. Thermal conductivity of the active region was defined as a fitting parameter and it was varied to minimize the difference between temperatures calculated by the model and the experimentally measured values. The details of the fitting process may also be found in the previous work.
13 A best fit was obtained for 2.1±1W/m.K. Fig.  3 shows the calculated temperature distribution of 16µm wide laser at 55kW/mm 3 heat source at the active region at t=1.8µs after the pulse begins. Temperature profiled at cross-sections from the center of the active region is also shown. Temperature rise is mostly confined in the active region, since it has much lower thermal conductivity than the InP and Gold. Temperature distribution at the center of the cavity along the x-axis is almost constant and immediately drops near the gold layer. However, in the y-axis temperature sharply increases at the active region. Since the temperature gradient at the x-axis is lower, most of the heat in the center of the active region flows in the substrate direction. At y=-2µm a step in Temperature is due to thermal barrier of low thermal conductivity InGaAs layer. We calculated the average temperatures of the active region for various waveguide widths. The results has been depicted in a seperate figure for clarity; Fig. 4 shows the Temperature rise as a function of time for various laser widths. For 20-28µm, average temperature rises are almost identical, as we observed in Fig. 2 . Temperature rise for 12µm laser is somewhat lower, since the ratio of heat flowing to the sides, where the electroplated gold spreads the heat.
It is also possible to measure the temperature dependence of the group refractive index of a QCL cavity with 
Which is a reasonable value since for bulk InP and GaAs, dn/dT ≈ 7 × 10 −5 .
14 Time resolved spectrum of a QCL yields valuable information for physics of QCLs. We have demonstrated the measurement of temperature of QCLs with various width. We have shown that for larger than 16 µm wide waveguides, difference in temperature rise in pulsed operation is not strongly dependent on waveguide width. We have calculated the thermal conductivity of InGaAs/AlInAs based QCL active region structure as 2.1 W/m.K, group refractive index of a 12 µm wide cavity as 3.21, and temperature derivative of the group refractive index as 3.3 × 10 −5 K −1 . Analysis of longitudinal Fabry Perot modes in QCL spectrum is a convenient method for measurement of these properties.
